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Tourism is more than simply traveling for recreation; it is an
experience in expanding horizons. It provides a means for opening
the opaque windows of our self-centered lives and allows us to see
new worlds which were previously obscured. Through tourism
we are made aware of other people, other cultures, and
other ideals, and in so doing, we move another step closer to
human understanding and peace.
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When the picturesque evidence of Man's struggle
for a better life is found together with beauty
in nature, this inspiring combination is worthy of
preservation, enhancement, and even exploitation.
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Rarelyis there an area. . like South Central Te
· wherein might be found such an inspi
combination: history of the 1600's, history ~
nation's revolution, his!ory in the making on
the banks of the Pedernales, many ethnic cu1tu1
• ~griculture, industry, and .the modern fron
of !pace exploration.
~

pue.r:ac e
In Texas, as elsewhere in the United States, the industry of tourism and recreation
is booming. Our state is blessed with a wide spectrum of recreation potential
but has not yet fully capitalized on this resource. Some tourist attractions have
long been recognized. These are effectively developed and wisely administered.
Others that have been overlooked or neglected can be made appealing through
generous applications of imagination and personal initiative. Herein lies a
challenge and a goal.
This report illustrates several concepts which can be used to increase recreation
participation and to make that experience more meaningful. The purpose of
the report is not to develop detailed plans but rather to propose guidelines,
to provide examples, and to provoke action. It is based on the premise that the
increasing demands of leisure time can inspire creative ideas for development and,
at the same time, can stimulate an improved living environment.
One fresh concept generated by this project is that of a recreation environment.
Some necessary elements in a recreation environment are natural beauty, ethnic
culture, and historical interpretation. Another element - and main feature of
this study - is a Tourway which would unite the historical sites, join the
communities and regions of Texas, and serve as the central feature for recreational
development.
In order that the potentials and relationships within an area might be examined
in some detail, a single geographic area was chosen to stand as a pattern for
other sections of the State. An area in the heart of the State, which for
convenience was labeled South Central Texas, was an easy first choice.
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a ntver<sft:(Y o.J= pleasar<es
An atmosphere in which a person's fancy may select suitable pursuits among a "diversity of pleasures" is
referred to in this study as a recreation environment. Beautiful cities and unspoiled countrysides, interpreted history
and preserved nature, active recreation and pleasure driving .. . all are obvious elements in such an environment.
And yet the qua lity that gives meaning to a recreational diversity is less apparent. This is the belief held by individuals
that recreation has a high intrinsic value and that the constructive use of leisure time is a profitable .investment.
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The preceding fold-out map illustrates many of the
pleasures which exist in South Central Texas.
Abundant marine life in the Gulf of Mexico sustains the
commercial harvest of the sea's delicacies, while
sportsmen individually challenge the creatures of the
deep. "Shrimporees," barbeques, and bazaars attract
festive participation everywhere they are held.
Spanish charm permeates the city of San Antonio and
heightens its historical significance. Drama, sports,
culture, luxury - all the Civic amenities of a vibrant
society - exist in the modern cities. From these
components a viable recreation environment can best be
realized through coordinated efforts at all levels of
interest - state, regional, community, and private.
Illustrative of the spirit necessary for utilizing
recreation resources, a number of noteworthy projects
have been pioneered by public-spirited citizens. The
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a color<f:al past=
"Texas" is a name that has long stirred the imagination. The hand of man set great struggles
between the European and the Indian, between the Christian priest and the aboriginal shaman,
and between a progressive humanity and a reluctant nature. The historical import of Texas
stretches far beyond its boundaries. For over two centuries it was both pawn and prize in struggles
between European powers. Later it played its part in the dramatic American westward
movement and frontier experience. It suffered in the great American tragedy of the Civil War; it
contribu.ted the range cattle industry to western America; its incredible oil reserves
revolutionized the petroleum industry; and today it is the seat of space exploration.
In Texas the Spanish mission system reached its northernmost frontier. Some missions
succeeded and some failed . One Texas mission, San Jose, is the most beautiful Spanish building
within the present United States.
Many historic sites are centered around the great revolution by which Texas gained her independence.
The Alamo stands as a reminder that friends parted may become the worst of enemies,
but that enemies reconciled may become the best of friends.

1

Structures reminiscent of the period of early statehood are evident in South Central Texas. Old
Baylor University, first located near Independence, was chartered the same year Texas became the
28th state of the Union.
As Texas' past is colorful, so its present is equally exciting. In these troubled times, international
attention is constantly being focused on the Hill Country, home of the President of the United States.
There, President Johnson has received numerous Chiefs of State and visiting dignitaries. And
there, too, the President has wrestled with current national problems and faced contemporary crises.
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As our nation progresses into the Space Age, Texas will be the dateline for many newsworthy
achievements. NASA, the agency responsible for our nation's space effort, is headquartered in
Houston. Living and working in Texas' largest city are the men, who on a rapidly approaching tomorrow, will be rocketed to a rendezvous with the moon.
Interpretation of historical sites is a major recreational resource ranking high in both educational
and esthetic elements'. The thrills, the awe, and the lessons that may be experienced at the
scenes of past events could draw travelers to parts of Texas off main-traveled roadways.
The preservation and interpretation of history is not the role for the State government alone.
As previously mentioned, private individuals and interested groups can do much to spotlight the
heritage of Texas. At Goliad, for example, the Presidio Nuestra Senora de Loreto has been transformed from scattered rubble into a first-class historical site by the Kathryn O'Connor Foundation.
Proper development of historic sites should be made attractive to others. Perhaps accreditation
of such sites would be one means to stimulate pride, interest, and satisfaction in private ownership.
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a cornposfte
During the periods of the Republic and early statehood, Texas became a popular area for
settlement by immigrants from many parts of the world. These people brought with them the
\
culture of their homelands and the desire to forge a new home out of frontier Texas. The character
and industry of these immigrants were important additions to the cultural heritage of the State.
The vari€ty of ethnic stocks in South Central Texas is surprisingly large, as it ranges from the
thousands of Britons, Germans, and Hispanics to a mere handful of Turks, Bulgars, and Latvians.
The whole gamut of European and Near Eastern nations was represented by "new" Texans
who made this area the State's "melting pot."
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Each culture contributed to the ensuing social structure of the State as illustrated by a few
noteworthy examples. TO FOLKLORE: An early Czech immigrant, Frederick Limsky, enlisted in the
Texas army as a musician. It was his fife and wind that played "Will You Come to the Bower?"
at the decisive Battle of San Jacinto. TO THE PERFORMING ARTS: The first piano on Texas
soil was brought by German-descended Robert Kleberg (of King Ranch fame). TO POLITICAL
HISTORY: General Sam Houston was elected to the Constitutional Convention through the efforts
of Irish empresario James Power and the Irish community of Refugio. TO ECONOMIC HISTORY:
Swedish-born John A. Udden was influential in opening the Texas oil fields.
Until World War II there existed in South Central Texas enclaves of easily identifiable ethnic
groups. Old World traditions prevailed, and languages other than English were spoken. Since that_
time, the process of blending the several ethnic stocks into a single "nationality" has been almost
completed. But this does not necessarily mean the end of ethnic identities or customs. In
most instances, the opposite is true. People today are deeply interested in their ancestry and
the cultural contributions made by different nationalities.
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As a result of this mounting interest in ethnic heritage, cultural traditions provide recreational
opportunities. Fiestas, festivals, and celebrations are traditional occasions for socializing and
merrymaking. Tourist appeal may be further enhanced by local businessmen. They should
not promote the sale of cheap trinkets and curios but allow visitors to indulge their curiosities
by selecting from genuine articles of cultural inheritance. A bakery specializing in homemade
bread and kolaches, a butcher shop providing authentic wurst and salami, or a clothing store
where lederhosen or serapes may be purchased, lend an exotic air to a community.
In continuing these time-honored activities, both the community and the visitor stand to benefit.
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a cop1oas
Nature has marked Texas with great geographical extremes but between them has set gentle and
lengthy transitions. Although the drama of contrast may be somewhat di luted by expanse,
natural beauty can be found in Texas in many forms. South Central Texas contains three
natural domains, each offering its own characteristic scenic assets and its corresponding recreational pursuits. In the eastern portion gentle streams flowing through pine forests afford
quiet solitude. The Hill Country, with its spring-time carpet of wild flowers, is an attraction for
pleasure drivers, pi~nickers, and photographers. Along the Gulf Coast, sandy beaches beckon to
fishermen and sunbathers alike.
Each natural domain also provides habitats for various forms of wildlife. Besides being the winter
home of the rare whooping cranes, South Central Texas has other more common wildlife
species which supply the sights and sounds of a natural environment - camouflaged deer
rustling in underbrush, raccoons foraging for an evening meal, frogs splashing and croaking,
birds chattering in important discussions or idle songs. There is a great reward in discovering
the harmony of nature.
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Although the State's natural assets are numerous, many have been sadly abused - not all the
hillsides are still wooded, not all the pasture lands are yet grassed, not all the rivers remain
clear and pure. However, it is not too late to reverse this downward trend in the quality and
sufficiency of our living environment. Adroit management of resources and coordination of
resource use are part of the solution. Some day, hopefully, the fitting of all human activities
harmoniously into the total environment will become a yardstick for planning.
If Texas is to save her natural assets from further ruin, the time for sustained action has arrived.
Areas in pristine condition should be preserved. Pollution of rivers and streams must be
halted. Ugly scars on the landscape should be repaired. As Governor John Connally has stated,
"Natural beauty is attained only in consonance with the basic materials of earth . .. Bounty is
a blessing, but beauty is a bonus received from wise husbandry."
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For a cohesive ·interpretation program each community should adopt a basic identity and should
make plans for future development within this theme. A community identity may be derived
from history, ethnic strains, artistic or cultural resources, predominant physical features, or even
an important local industry or type of agriculture. In some instances the community identity
is obvious: for San Antonio it is the Spanish and Mexican heritage; for Corpus Christi it is
the Gulf of Mexico; for Houston it is the modern metropolis; for Fredericksburg - the "model
city" of this report - it is the German heritage.
Fredericksburg is fortunate in having a significant historical heritage, in having the atmosphere
of an old German town, and in having an active citizenry, proud of its heritage and eager to
make the most of it. Its energetic city government and city planning commission may well be
envied by other cities. Its vigorous historical society provides an outstanding example of the
part private citizens and clubs should play in the recreation environment.
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As well as being an attraction in its own right, Fredericksburg could become the hub of activity for its
surrounding recreational complex. It could be the
primary center from which travelers would visit the LBJ
Ranch, Balanced Rock, the Guadalupe River rapids, and
historic Lange's Mill.
In some ways Fredericksburg has taken large strides
on a course of increased tourist and vacationer appeal.
Its 160-acre Oak Crest Park will soon be prepared for
overnight campers. Hunting services are available, and
good motel accommodations are being developed. The
old Gillespie County Courthouse in Fredericksburg has
recently been restored by Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
McDermott of Dallas.

But the town needs other things if it is to become a
tourism-recreation center. It needs a community service
council to coordinate and improve tourist services. It ·
. needs fine German restaurants. An atmospheric biergarten, perhaps in the old White Elephant Saloon, could
be a valuable contribution. The town could make
profitable year-round use of the traditions which come
to life at annual festivals.
As an addition to a new city plan now being prepared,
it is recommended that special ordinances be passed
governing the use and development of property within ·
the historic section of Fredericksburg. The city planning
and zoning commission should explore every possible
means of preserving the many early buildings which
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hasty persons might wish to destroy. Agreements should
be made for tenants who appreciate historical values to
occupy the buildings at a low rent - or no rent at all in return for assuming the obligations of satisfactory
maintenance and proper use. The State Legislature
should provide legislation allowing communities the
latitude of action necessary to institute these local
controls.
Each town in Texas can benefit by following the concepts outlined here for Fredericksburg. Numerous local
adaptations and innovations would be required, but the
recreation environment and commu,nity identity approaches are applicable throughout the State.
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r<eGfonal neveloprnent:
As was demonstrated in the previous section, Fredericksburg has already made significant
progress in development of a community identity. As other communities adopt personalities
befitting their own style and character, an impact will be felt on the entire region.
The Hill Country, a perpetually green paradise for outdoor fun, is presented as an example for
other regions of Texas. Geographically, this region is comprised of an area northwest of a line
between San Antonio and Austin and extending northward to encompass Fredericksburg and the
Highland Lakes. Within the limits of this region the communities and their surrounding recreation
complexes form a quilt-like pattern. Some forces between these hubs of activity are competitive;
others are supplementary or complementary. So it is at the regional level that objective
planning methods can be applied, and local interests can be coordinated to produce orderly
development.
Due to their impact, certain assets in the Hill Country do not belong solely to any single
community. The common possession of the Hills, the great drawing power of the Highland Lakes,
and the international fame of the LBJ Ranch bestow regional significance upon these attractions.
Other valuable resources fit logically into the regional structure because of their remote location
or their appeal to a limited number of enthusiasts.

Privately owned facilities are important recreation resources and should be further encouraged.
Farmers and ranchers of the Hill Country, many of whom are finding that agriculture is not as
lucrative as it once was, could supplement their incomes by developing sites for camping, picnicking,
and other outdoor activities. To insure that quality is maintained, a State Registry of Recreational
Sites should be created to accredit privately owned sites which meet high criteria of condition,
operation, and public appeal. This could stimulate pride in ownership and, at the same time,
provide a list of high quality areas for travelers.
Residents within the Hill Country could conso Ii date their efforts, thereby avoiding a competitive
duplication of services. In this manner activities which one community or one individual is
unable to provide could be feasible if the burden were jointly borne. Success of such ventures
requires cooperation and enthusiastic support by all concerned.
Advertising and promotion of tourism are specific examples that ought to be sponsored by the
region as a whole.
The uniting of public and private efforts, the wise usage of Texas' resources, and the promotion
of tourism and recreation travel affect all levels of government as well as organizations and
individuals in the private sector. A single designated agency should coordinate planning for all
the State's needs: in industry, in city development, in conservation. Tourism and recreation
development would be only two items for intensive coordination, but they should be developed
hand-in-hand with the total resources of Texas.
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POINTOF ORIGIN. By far the large majority of visitors
were Texans living outside the Hill Country. Over two.
thirds of the sample fell in this category. Of the remainder approximately 20% were out-of-state visitors
and 10% were Hill Country residents.
LENGTH OF STAY. Most travelers stayed only one day
at the accommodations sampled with single-day visitors
accounting for almost 93% of the total. Less than 4%
tarried for 3 days or longer. Tourists (hotel and motel
users) stayed only one day on the average.3 Dude ranch
visitors stayed from I to 5 days. The length of stay for
fishermen ranged from I to 9 days.
STATE OF ORIGIN. California supplied more tourists
than any other state, as 2.9% of the total sample were
from the Golden State. Louisiana placed second with
2.2%; Florida was third with 1.8%; Oklahoma was fourth

To procure specific information concerning recreational travel in South Central Texas as a whole, the Hill
Country was defined and designated as an area for data
collection and interpretation. For this analysis the Hill
Country comprised a thirteen county region. 1
Both random and systematic sampling techniques
were employed in choosing hotels, motels, fishing camps,
and dude ranches for evaluating their previous year's
registration.2 A total of 2,223 individual registration
cards were examined, and the point of origin, length of
stay, number in the party, and the rates of accommodation were recorded for a simple contingency table
statistical analysis. From a cross classification of the
variables, several noteworthy conclusions were derived.

with 1.3%; and New Mexico followed with 1.1%. Out·
of-state visitors did not participate in fishing while in
the Hill Country.
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DISTANCES TRAVELED. Almost two-thirds of the
sampled parties traveled less than 250 miles, and over
22% traveled less than 100 miles enroute to the Hill
Country. A hundred-mile radius encompasses San
Antonio and Austin; this would indicate that the Hill
Country functions as a recreation service area for these
metropolitan areas that are only one or two hours' drive
away.
More than half of the fishermen who stayed in fishing
camps traveled a distance ranging from 100 to 250 miles.
A large number of this group was observed to be from
the Texas High Plains.
NUMBER IN PARTY. Persons traveling alone amounted to 47.9% of the total sample. (One possible explanation for an unusually large percentage in this category
was the inability to identify and eliminate business trips
from the sample total.) Parties consisting of two people
accounted for 27.6%; parties of three totaled 9.6%;
parties of four persons contributed 11.4%; and 3.5% of
the sample had five or more traveling in the party.
MOTEL-HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS. Daily rates for
overnight accommodations that were sampled ranged
from $4.00 to $14.00. Persons who had traveled the
greatest distances tended to select the better and higher
priced motel facilities.

1 These

counties consisted of the following: Bandera, Blanco,
Comal, Edwards, Gillespie, Hays, Kendall, Kerr, Kimble, Llano,
Mason, Menard, and Real.
2 Sampling conducted during
calendar year 1967.
3 It was impossible, however, to
eliminate from the sample all
persons traveling only for business reasons.
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Several means of enhancing the recreation assets of South Central Texas have now been identified
and illustrated. One element, the key ingredient and chief objective of this study, remains to
be examined - the Tourway.
Travel has always been adventuresome whether by seagoing vessel, sternwheeler, horseback,
or passenger train. And today, in our mobile society, Americans have demonstrated their desires
for recreational travel. Driving for pleasure is, in fact, the foremost recreational activity. A
highway facility designed to meet this need and maximize this experience is the Tourway, a roadway
engineered for safety and designed for delightfu I motoring.
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A Tourway should be an attractive link between people and their recreation destination. In
its entirety, it encompasses the paved roadway plus the surrounding countryside and its included
recreation environment. Signposts along the way are invitations to experience nearby leisure
facilities as well as being directional indicators. Ever-beckoning and ever-receding, a Tourway is a
dynamic system of access to a diversity of pleasures.
A Tourway should do more than simply allow traffic to pass from one place to another. Its
mandate must be broadened to include enhancement and service to the area through which it
passes. Roadways should not needlessly disrupt the landscape. Technology and our affluent
society are capable of providing the knowhow and the means for shaping and remolding our
environment. Roadways should be designed according to high standards of esthetics. Through
curvilinear alignment and geometric design the roadway can be tailored to fit the topography.
Buffer zones alongside the roadway, creative landscaping along the scenic corridor,and the screening
of objectionable views are also needed. It may be necessary to purchase some new right-of-way,
but wherever feasible, existing right-of-way should be upgraded to Tourway standards.
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It is undesirable to prohibit advertising and service facilities, but it is essential to prevent their
destroying the recreational experience of the Tou rway. Advertising should be restricted to areas
of maximum benefit to both traveler and advertiser and should be done in good taste. Service
facilities should be located at communities and recreational complexes. As the Tourway skirts the
edge of a town, an informational turnout should allow the traveler to discover those attractions
and services which the community has to offer.
These, then, are the general standards and criteria for a series of superior Tourways which
would be a boon to communities and, at the same time, would preserve the integrity of the
countryside along the Tourway routes. It is impractical to expect this superlative situation
immediately, but these guidelines should serve as a pattern for future development. Today, when
vacation travel is the number one recreational pastime, the case for such a Tourway system is
real and pressing. Thus, Tourways which would stimulate the traveler's discovery and enjoyment
of the State's recreational resources might rightfully be demanded by the citizens of Texas.
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concla stoo aon pr<opos als
Concepts presented here can have a significant social and economic impact on the State.
Texans have always shown that they are an energetic people who respond eagerly when they see
the merit of action. They will certainly join in the endeavor to conserve resources and upgrade
the quality of their surroundings if they are provided encouragement, incentive, and a course of action.

It is therefore proposed:
I. that the natural and historic riches of Texas be preserved and, where necessary, restored;
2. that public and private resources be joined in a sophisticated development of the State's
economic opportunities, principally by encouraging tourism and emphasizing Texas' recreation
potential;
3. that accreditation be granted to privately owned historical sites, whether they are open or closed
to the public, as long as they meet high criteria of significance and physical condition;
4. that a State Registry of Recreational Sites be created to accredit privately owned sites which meet
high criteria of conditions, operation, and public appeal;
5. that a statewide comprehensive planning organization be established as a close staff arm of the
Governor;
6. that, as a specific feature, Tourways of native charm be constructed or designated throughout the
State, joining the many historical and recreational sites into a unified whole; and
7. that the Tourways and their related developments shall be the basis for a recreation environment
where the stresses and strains of living in this nuclear age may be lessened by a more pleasant and
rewarding way of life.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Dollins, Harold W., 1967, A Rationale for Economic Appraisal, Report.
Rogers, Jerry l., 1967, The Historian's Report, Report.
Sievers, Alden H., 1967, Methods to Guide Environmental Integrity, M.A. Thesis, Texas Technological
College.
Stence, Donald l., 1957, The Community and Its Recreational Environment, M.A. Thesis, Texas
Technological College.
"Recreational, Scenic, and Historical Routes for South .central Texas," 16mm, sound, color,
30-minute film.
The above materials may be obtained by written request to the Department of Park Administration,
Texas Technological College, Lubbock, Texas.
As a direct result of this study, Governor John Connally designated ten Texas Travel Trails extending
throughout the State. They are as follows:
Brazos Trail
lakes Trail
Forest Trail
Mountain Trail
Forts Trail
Pecos Trail
Hill Country Trail
Plains Trail
Independence Trail
Tropical Trail
For additional information write the Texas Tourist Development Agency, Capitol Station,
Austin, Texas 78701.

This report has been made possible by an appropriation of the. ~exas
Legislature and has been produced through the combined efforts of the Departments .
of Park Administration, Economics, and History at Texas Technological College.
It is the last of three presentations on this project. The first was a four-screen,
color s1ide presentation with choral accompaniment made to Governor John
Connally, members of the Texas Legislature, and other distinguish·ed citizens of
the State. The second-a 16.mm color film entitled "Recreational, Scenic, and
Historical Routes for South Central Texas" - is now available from Texas Tech's
Department of Park Administration,

